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CT and MRI matching for radiotherapy planning in head and neck cancer.
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Aim of the study: To evaluate the impact of matched CT and MRI information on target delineation in
radiotherapy planning for head and neck tumors.

Material and methods: MRI images of eight patients with head and neck cancer in supine position, not
necessarily obtained in radiotherapy treatment position were matched to the CT scans made in
radiotherapy position using automatic three-dimensional chamfer-matching of bony structures .
Four independent observers delineated the Gross Tumor Volume (GTV) in CT scans and axial and sagittal
MR scans. The GTVs were compared, overlapping volumes and non-overlapping volumes between the
different datasets and observers were determined.

Results: In all patients a good match of CT and MRI information was accomplished in the head region.
The combined information provided a better visualisation of the GTV, oedema and normal tissues
compared with CT or MRI alone. Determination of overlapping and non-overlapping volumes proved to be
a valuable tool to measure uncertainties in the determinination of the GTV.

Conclusions: CT-MRI matching in patients with head and neck tumors is feasible and makes a more
accurate irradiation with higher tumor doses and less normal tissue complications possible.
Remaining uncertainties in the determination of the GTV can be quantified using the combined information
of MRI and CT.

Validation of new 3D post processing algorithm lor Improved maximum intensity
projections of MR angiography acquisitions in the brain
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Purpose: to validate a new post processing algorithm for improved maximum intensity
projections (mip) of intracranial MR angiography acquisitions

Material and methods: The core of the post processing procedure is a new brain
segmentation algorithm. Two seed areas, background and brain, are automatically
detected. A 3D region grower then grows both regions towards each other and this
preferentially towards white regions. In this way, the skin gets included into the final
'background region* whereas cortical blood vessels and all brain tissues are included in
the 'brain region'. The latter region is then used for mip. The algorithm runs less than
30min on a full dataset on a Unix workstation.
Images from different acquisition strategies including multiple overlapping thin slab
acquisition, magnetization transfer (MT) MRA, Gd-DTPA enhanced MRA, normal and high
resolution acquisitions and acquisitions from mid field and high field systems were filtered. A
series of contrast enhanced MRA acquisitions obtained with identical parameters was filtered
to study the robustness of the filter parameters.

Results: In all cases, only a minimal manual interaction was necessary to segment the
brain. The quality of the mip was significantly improved, especially in post Gd-DTPA
acquisitions or using MT, due to the absence of high intensity signals of skin, sinuses and
eyes that otherwise superimpose on the angiograms.

Conclusion: The filter is a robust technique to improve the quality of MR angiograms.
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Conformal radiotherapy : treatment planning and clinical applications.
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Planning and delivering high doses to targets surrounding the spinal cord at the lower neck and
upper mediastinal levels : static beam-segmentation technique executed by a multileaf collimator.

SchelfhQuL I v Derycke, S., Fortan, L., Van Duyse, B., Colle, C , De Wagter, C , and De Neve, W.
Department of Radiotherapy, Nuclear Medicine and Experimental Cancerology, University Hospital, Gent, B E L G I U M .
If a planning target volume of a head and neck cancer extends at a level below the shoulders, a technical challenge arises in
limiting the dose at the spinal cord below tolerance. No standard solution allowing the delivery of a homogeneous dose
much higher than the tolerance dose of the spinal cord, exists. This problem belongs to a class of problems which
involves the design of 3D-conformal dose distributions for concave targets. All the methods using beam intensity
modulation involve the use of dedicated planning systems and none of them are easily portable to the general radiotherapy
department.
We investigated the possibility to plan and deliver beam intensity modulated radiotherapy using a general purpose 3D-
planning system (Sherouse's GRATIS™) and a linear accelerator equipped with a standard multileaf collimator (Philips
MLC). During the planning process, dose homogeneization at the target is obtained by calculation of weights, given to
beam segments of specific, predetermined geometry. This specific geometry maximises the area of each segment and thus
reduces the number of segments. With a virtual patient in supine position, a first planning using a single isocenter, with
gantry positions of -60°, -30°, 0°, 30° and 60°, was performed. Medial edges of all segments were located tangential to the
spinal cord. The resulting dose distribution allowed to encompass the target by an isodose surface of 66-70 Gy without
exceeding spinal cord tolerance but required 42 segments distributed over 5 gantry angles. Therefore we determined by dose-
volume histogram analysis if : 1) for some gantry positions, all beam segments could be omitted; 2) at the remaining
gantry angles, segments could be omitted; 3) at least 2 segments could be traded off against 1 additional gantry angle. This
procedure resulted in a final plan containing 22 segments spread over 8 gantry angles. Preliminary dosimetric results on a
RANDO phantom support the robustness of the method. The first clinical applications are planned for November 1995.
Although up to 99 beam segments can be programmed on the Philips SL25 linear accelerator, it remained impossible to
use these segments synchronized with the MLC. Such a synchronization protocol similar to that used for enabling of the
automatic wedge would decrease the number of operator interventions and increase the speed of execution by a factor of
more than 2 (beam-off time between consecutive segments would be reduced from 1-2 minutes to 18 seconds). Truly
dynamic leaf control would further increase speed of execution since linac on-off would only occur while changing gantry
angles. From a clinical viewpoint, the proposed treatment for irradiating lower neck and upper mediastinal targets could be
used as a standard against which other solutions might be tested.
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